
Helping shoppers get a great price, 
without having to do the work
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Prezzo

The Prezzo app provides a central 

location for online shoppers to track 

products and their prices from all 

relevant sources, saving them time 

and money. 
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The Challenge

To help online shoppers get a great price on a 

product, without having to do the work.

Shopping online can sometimes be a chore when 

searching for the right price on a particular product. 

Comparing prices on various websites and finding 

coupons / promotional codes can be time consuming, 

overwhelming, and frustrating. Not receiving price drop 

notifications on a desired product could potentially make 

shoppers miss out on a great deal. 

My goal was to find a solution for online shoppers to  

get lower prices easily.
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The Process

Discovery

Define the Problem

User Research

Usability Analysis

Personas and Empathy Maps

Framework

User Stories and MVP

Card Sorting

Site Mapping

User Flows

Design

Sketching

Wireframes

Prototyping

User Testing

Usability Testing

Analysis

Refine

Visual Design
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Who Is This For?

I focused on online shoppers who want to keep track of the 

lowest prices on specific products to purchase online. These 

shoppers are willing to wait on purchasing until they find the 

right price, regardless of where they are buying from. 

There are a few problems for this target audience:

• The shopper does not have a central place to keep track 

of products they want to buy.

• The shopper is looking to purchase a particular product 

for the lowest price, regardless of where s/he is buying 

from. There are currently sites that only track products 

within the Amazon website, but not from all stores.

• The shopper does not always receive notifications when 

the price of an item drops.

• The shopper does not always see the actual lowest 

price immediately for a specific product because 

discount/coupon information is not always applied until 

check out. 
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User Research
D I S C O V E R Y

To get a better understanding of the target audience, I needed to talk 

to actual online shoppers to learn about their current experience.  

I drafted a research plan and wrote a screener survey and interview 

questions to seek out shoppers to interview. 

Screener Survey

Through the screener questions, I wanted to learn: 

• How people were shopping online

• Their thoughts on purchasing,  

pricing, and deals

• How they were currently finding deals

Link | Screener Survey

https://goo.gl/forms/WSv1YEyXOFOkGHMy1
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User Research
D I S C O V E R Y

Screener Survey Findings

Based on survey results from 40 responses,  

97% of shoppers research prices before 

purchasing a product, with 83% of shoppers 

saying the price of a product matters. A majority 

of responders shopped and made purchases 

between a few days per week to a few times 

per month, with 62% of shoppers track pricing 

between a few times a month to once a month.  

Even though the majority are not shopping or 

purchasing frequently, more than half research 

online to find comparative, better pricing when 

they find an item to buy, and more than half 

visit deal/coupon websites/apps. Only 15% went 

further to search for online coupons/promo codes 

to get a lower price. 

It was clear shoppers want to know they are 

getting a good price, but they do not necessarily 

want to spend the time to find it.
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Interviews

From the screener survey results, 6 people were selected for 

interviews. I prepared interview questions with the goals to learn 

about people’s online shopping experience, habits, and pain points.  

I conducted 4 in-person interviews, 1 phone interview, and  

1 email survey. 

After interviewing the participants, I laid out an affinity map (below) 

to find patterns in their responses for analysis.

Link | Interview Questions

User Research
D I S C O V E R Y

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Fd_mv0V8Yq28-CGaOecLALGYtozypgm2ozS7SVrNTPc/edit?usp=sharing
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Interview Findings

The interviews revealed common pain points among the  

6 individuals. They did not have a central place to keep track of 

their products. Instead, they used various methods: by placing the 

product in the store website’s shopping cart, by creating a list that 

is stored mentally or with a notes app, or by bookmarking sites and 

revisiting them. Some used a combination of these methods, while 

two did not keep track at all. One person said (about after placing 

an item in a shopping cart):  “I’ll sometimes forget, and may miss the 

best price”.  

Price notifications were also lacking from these shoppers’ 

experiences. The interviewees did not receive alerts when a price 

lowered on a shopping cart item. Across the board, they would 

prefer email or push notifications for price drop and deal alerts  

if available.

The interviewees spent time researching prices prior to purchasing, 

with at least one comparison site (Amazon being the most popular). 

They did this especially for expensive, big ticket items (such as 

electronics, household goods) and would wait to purchase until it 

was the right price.  

These findings support the hypothesis that a product and pricing 

tracker can streamline the online shopping experience. It can save 

shoppers time from researching comparative pricing, keep track of 

the products they want to purchase, and notify them of price drops.

User Research
D I S C O V E R Y
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In addition to the screener survey and interviews, I researched 

three competitor sites/apps: Wait For Savings, Price Bot, and 

CamelCamelCamel. I evaluated the customer’s journey of tracking 

a product through the site or app, and setting a price alert for that 

product. All 10 heuristics, content, IA/UI, and visual design were 

considered for the evaluation. These reviews gave insight on what 

makes a product tracking tool successful and what features could be 

improved for a better user experience. The following pages contain 

summary findings for each competitor.

Links | Competitors’ Customer Journeys

  Heuristic Analysis of Competitors

Usability Analysis: Competitor Reviews
D I S C O V E R Y

https://www.waitforsavings.com/
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/price-bot-elegant-price-tracking-app/id1231974655?mt=8
https://camelcamelcamel.com/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1OoEqIKueYaW9vCL-IieKC0Jg4YQFW-iHiRXm20d7xh8/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cfWukOQz6w3RKTukJ90TtN8SxBAhsA5lt2dJAJVTFvE/edit?usp=sharing
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Wait For Savings

Wait For Savings is a mobile app that 

tracks products and their prices from 

any website. While the design was 

minimal, it was too minimal in content 

and visual graphics. It lacked many 

heuristics, and the few it did include 

were not executed fully.

Content: Needed to provide 

instructions on how to use the app 

(within the app). Terminology was not 

consistent with the system and the 

real world. Price comparisons were 

not detailed.

IA / UI: Icons were not intuitive, and 

the lack of a bottom menu made the 

user go back and forth between the 

hamburger menu and the pages. 

Lacked visibility of system status.

Visual: Clean, minimal design.

Usability Analysis: Competitor Reviews
D I S C O V E R Y
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Price Bot

Price Bot is a mobile app that tracks 

products and their prices only from 

Amazon. While Wait For Savings did not 

include instructions on the app, Price 

Bot succeeds by providing a brief walk-

through upon initial launch. The minimal 

design made the app easy to use and 

did not leave room for error.

Content: Provided adequate amount of 

content, regarding how to use the app 

and product price information.

IA / UI: The features were minimal 

and simple, thus not complicating 

interactions and preventing user errors.

Visual: Clean, minimal design with  

icons that related the system and the 

real world.

Usability Analysis: Competitor Reviews
D I S C O V E R Y
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CamelCamelCamel

CamelCamelCamel is a website that 

tracks products and compares prices 

on Amazon and third party sites. Unlike 

the previous two competitors, there is 

no app. CamelCamelCamel provides 

in-depth information regarding the 

product’s price with historical data  

in charts.

Content: Provides robust and detailed 

pricing information for the user. 

Instructions for tasks are apparent, and 

more help is provided in a link if needed.

IA / UI: User actions are clear with the 

form fields and buttons. 

Visual: This site could be updated for a 

more modern look. Could be improved 

by either reorganizing content so  

only necessary information is visible. 

The amount of content per product  

page can be overwhelming and 

unnecessary for novice users. 

Usability Analysis: Competitor Reviews
D I S C O V E R Y
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Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y

Development

I created 3 personas and their empathy maps based on research 

findings from the survey, interviews, and heuristic analysis. They 

reflect the attitudes and shopping habits of the interviewees. 

These tools gave a better understanding of the user’s motivations, 

behaviors, and goals, and set the foundation for who I was  

designing for. 

During personas development, I questioned whether Fred the 

Flipper would be a real user, considering he wants any deal  

(not necessarily for a specific item). I revisited the interviewee 

responses, and “Fred” types said they did not have a central place  

to keep track of their products. This confirmed that he could be a 

user who would use a product tracker for potential deals.

Fred the Flipper
Gets any deals, as long  

as it’s a good one

Allison the Super Mom
Instant purchaser if it is the  

right time and right price

Jen the Shoppinista
Savvy shopper who waits  

for the deals
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BEHAVIORS
• Checks deals frequently (almost every 5 minutes)
• Keeps product list by memory
• Goes to deal forums to get information
• Shops at work, from a desktop
• Will buy a product if it is a good deal, whether he 

needs it or not

NEEDS
• Receive notifications on deals quickly
• See the amount of discount compared to retail to 

figure out his margin
• See information easily and fast, so he can make a 

quick decision to purchase

GOALS
• To get the deal once it is available
• Purchase deeply discounted deals quickly

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have a central place to view deals or track 

products

Fred the Flipper
Gets any deals, as long as it’s a good one

Fred is 32, and a logistics supervisor in Oakland.  
He is married with 1 child. He works from 9a-5p, but 
also makes extra income by flipping electronics. He 
loves getting items at the lowest price because that 
gets him the best margin possible. He will search for 
all types of deals, no matter what the product is. 

It is very important for him to see price comparisons 
because he wants the lowest price. Since Fred works 
in an office, he prefers shopping on a desktop, so he 
can see more information on the screen to make a 
faster purchase. He wants to know about deals as 
soon as possible, so he relies on deal websites, forum 
posts, and user reviews. 

If he sees a product he wants was listed for a lower 
price before, he will wait until it reaches the low price 
again. Because the deal is more important than the 
product, he does not have a product tracking list; 
he will just store it in his memory. He refreshes deal 
websites almost every 5 minutes at work, just to 
make sure he does not miss a deal.

Most of the time, 
I just buy it when 
I see the deal, 
and then I will 
figure it out later.

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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THINKS & FEELS

SEESHEARS

SAYS & DOES

Fred the Flipper

• This is a great deal! Score!
• Pass on this one. Not worth it.
• Someone will need this/buy this from me.
• I just missed out on this deal.

• Desktop deal sites
• New deals posted in forums
• What deals are popular
• Price comparisons
• Discounted products
• Deal and product reviews

• Buys to flip the product for extra income 
• Checks and refreshes deal websites every 

5 minutes

• Searches deal sites and forums for the best deals
• Purchases products based on the discounted deal 

and good reviews, whether he needs it or not

GOALS
• To get the deal once it is available
• Purchase deeply discounted deals quickly

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have a central place to view deals or track products

• Is this a good deal?
• Is this sold out yet?
• Getting a good deal benefits me.

• The lowest price is the best.
• If I miss a deal, I miss an opportunity to flip.

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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Allison the Super Mom
Instant purchaser if it is the  
right time and right price

BEHAVIORS
• Uses the phone more than desktop
• Keeps track of products by putting item in online 

shopping cart and waits to see the price drop, or 
bookmarks the product on her phone

• Does not actively track deals
• Has a junk email box for deals, but never checks it
• Likes using automated discount/coupon browser 

extensions

NEEDS
• To receive notifications on deals
• A better way to track products

GOALS
• Track the products on a watch list
• To be able to buy a product instantly when there is 

a deal

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have anything to notify her of instant deals
• May sometimes forget about the product and will 

miss the deal

Allison is 30, and works from home in San Francisco 
for a multi-level marketing make-up company. She is 
a busy person, juggling her professional and family 
life. Her hours are flexible, which allows her to spend 
time with her 2 kids after they get off school. But she 
rarely leaves the house, because if she is not working, 
she is preparing meals and cleaning up after the kids. 

Although she prefers using a desktop, she uses her 
mobile phone more to shop, purchase products, 
and run errands because it is more accessible and 
convenient. She tends to buy things for the kids: 
clothes, books, and entertainment, and sometimes 
cookware. She wants to get good quality items for 
her and her family, but at a low price. She buys 
subscription items or by bulk to get a good deal. 

But she also sometimes needs things right away, so 
if she sees the right price instantly, she will purchase 
it. She sometimes keeps track of the products she 
wants to buy either by bookmarking it on her phone 
browser or placing the item in the store website’s cart.

The less hunting 
I have to do,  
the better.

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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THINKS & FEELS

SEESHEARS

SAYS & DOES

Allison the Super Mom

• What do the kids need for next 
week’s trip?

• We need more diapers.
• What do we need again?
• Didn’t Kate want that Instapot? 

It’s on sale now!

• Kids, parenting, and mom blogs
• Product tracking list on Amazon 

shopping cart or phone bookmarks
• Kid items she recently purchased
• Product reviews of kids items
• Price comparisons on Google 

Shopping or Amazon
• Junk email box for email deals 

notification, that she rarely checks

• Keeps track of products by putting item in online 
shopping cart and waits to see the price drop

• Bookmarks the product on her phone

• Uses automated discount/coupon browser extensions
• Will purchase an item if it’s the right time and  

right price

GOALS
• Track the products on a watch list
• To be able to buy a product instantly when there is a deal

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have anything to notify her of instant deals
• May sometimes forget about the product and will miss the deal

• I won’t buy kids’ clothes unless it’s on sale.
• I want good quality at a low price. 
• If it’s retail price, I know I am getting ripped off.

• Best time to give me a deal is while I am looking 
for it. If a month later, I don’t care anymore.

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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Jen the Shoppinista
Savvy shopper who waits for the deals BEHAVIORS

• Uses her phone and desktop to shop
• Shops for higher-end, boutique, and specialty 

products that do not go on sale frequently
• Tracks products via Amazon wish list or by placing 

products in store site’s shopping cart
• Will shop for a longer period of time if it is a big 

ticket item

NEEDS
• To receive notifications on select products
• A better way to track products
• To find discounts and coupons that work
• To be assured she is getting the best deal

GOALS
• Track the products she is waiting to get a deal on
• Ensure all the discounts and coupons are applied 

to get the absolute lowest price

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have a central place to view deals
• Hard to find coupons/promos that actually work
• Receives non-relevant discount notifications
• Logging in or keying information every time she 

wants to make a purchase

Jen is 28 years old, single, and works as a marketing 
manager in San Mateo. She is a selective shopper, 
and tends to buy higher-end clothing, beauty 
products, and accessories that are not often featured 
in big-box retailer stores. Because the places she 
shops at do not have sales as frequently as the big 
retailers, she is willing to wait for the best deal on 
specific items. She doesn’t wait until something runs 
out to buy it, so she has time to shop for good deals.

 Jen uses the Amazon wish list or the store site’s 
shopping cart to keep track of her products. She also 
uses Amazon or Google Shopping to compare prices, 
but will only compare 1 or 2 prices. She dislikes 
finding an item at a low price, only to find out that a 
coupon or promo code does not apply.

I don’t trust the 
store prices. 
I always want 
the best deal.

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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THINKS & FEELS

SEESHEARS

SAYS & DOES

Jen the Shoppinista

• I found the perfect purse! Now 
let’s see if it will lower in price.

• It’s the annual holiday sale, my 
only chance to buy this perfume 
at 20% off.

• I can’t believe this was on sale! 
And now it’s sold out. If only I 
knew beforehand.

• The latest trends on fashion blogs
• Store-specific sale email 

promotions
• Amazon wish list or the store site’s 

shopping cart
• Product specific notifications on 

Poshmark

• Shops for higher-end, boutique, and specialty 
products that do not go on sale frequently

• Tracks products via Amazon wish list or by 
placing products in store site’s shopping cart

• Shops for a longer period of time if it is a big 
ticket item

• Compares prices with Amazon or Google 
Shopping

GOALS
• Track the products she is waiting to get a deal on
• Make a purchase that she knows is the best deal, 

with all discounts applied

FRUSTRATIONS
• Doesn’t have a central place  

to view deals
• Hard to find coupon that actually works

• Receives non-relevant discount notifications
• Logging in or keying information every time 

she wants to make a purchase

• Quality products do not need to be full price.
• I always want the best deal.
• I’m willing to wait for the best deal on certain items.

• I don’t want to spend that much time  
shopping around. 

Personas and Empathy Maps
D I S C O V E R Y
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The Prezzo App
P R O P O S E D  S O L U T I O N

After analyzing the data from the 

interviews, competitor reviews,  

and persona and empathy maps,  

I envisioned the solution as a product 

and price tracking mobile app. Although 

all three personas shopped on a 

desktop and mobile (with “Fred the 

Flipper” solely on desktop), people 

are more likely to see instant price 

notifications on mobile first. The 

convenience of a mobile will allow 

shoppers to track and view products 

anywhere they bring their phone.

With an idea ready, I moved on to the 

next stage: building the framework.
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User Stories and MVP
F R A M E W O R K

To start building the app framework,  

I wrote user stories to define the 

minimal viable product (MVP), which 

would be designed for testing. 

Writing user stories helped identify 

user needs and goals based on the 

personas, empathy maps, and  

customer journey maps from the 

competitor reviews. 

After reviewing the user stories,  

I selected the key features to make 

an MVP based on what would be 

required to make a functioning app 

that will satisfy user needs and goals. 

Although not all user stories were 

selected, I will consider these features 

for future iterations, after the initial  

testing and feedback.

Link | User Stories and MVPs Chart

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12grbk1-gN2ZBxH9lf90tN-rmWy2p-517qXlaDAxAEwQ/edit?usp=sharing
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Card Sorting
F R A M E W O R K

With the MVP defined, the next step was to develop the 

content. I implemented a card sort survey, via Optimal Sort,  

to determine common terminology and organize the sitemap. 

10 participants categorized 25 cards based on the user stories. 

Link | Full Card Sort Survey Results

Standardization Grid Results from the card sort survey

https://www.optimalworkshop.com/optimalsort/b800031y/5627q2e5/shared-results/82fo3wt5648ok4r47qm2gl2cga4rfpg0
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site map preliminary sketch

final site map

Site Mapping
F R A M E W O R K

Using the terminology from the 

card sort, I sketched a rough draft 

of the site map. The initial version 

included an “add product” button in 

the navigation bar, because I thought 

users would go through the app to 

perform this action.

I brought it into Draw.io and made 

two versions in the end: one that 

included the “add product” button 

and one without. The option without 

the button was based on the fact 

that adding a product would take 

place outside of the app with the 

share extension. I was curious to see 

if users actually needed this button 

within the app.

Home

My List

Product 1

Product 2

Product 3

Notifications

Notifications Feed

Product 4

Product 5

Product 6

My List Purchased

Settings

Price Alert Settings

About

Help

How to  
Add a Product

How to  
Delete a
Product

Terms of Usage
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User Flows
F R A M E W O R K

Next, I drafted a text outline of 

user flow steps for each persona to 

examine the actual user experience 

of completing a task within the app. 

I drew out and refined the flows 

in Draw.io to visualize the steps. 

Reviewing these steps allowed me  

to see what was needed graphically  

to facilitate the interactions.
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Input
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Input
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Add 
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User Flow 1
Jen the Shoppinista

Goal: Add a product to her list, so she can start tracking price drops.

Enter 
Product 

Name

Start

Select 
Product 

Product Page

Click  
Share  
Icon

Share Pop 
Over Page

Click  
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Pop Over Page

v Can occur without
going into app
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Browser
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Home / List

Swipe Left 
on Single
Product

Price Alert

Start

User Flow 2
Allison the Super Mom

Goal 1: Set a price alert for a product she is tracking. 
Goal 2: Delete a product she already purchased  from her list 

Delete

Price Alert
Dialogue Box

Enter Desired 
Price

Delete
Product 

Chose
Option

Close Dialogue 
Box

Click 
"Set Alert"

Button

Swipe Right

Home / List

Select
Settings

Start

User Flow 3
Fred the Flipper

Goal: Access guide to learn how to add a product to the app
 

Settings

Help

How to Add a
Product

How to Delete a
Product

How to Set 
Price Alerts

Select
Option

User Flows
F R A M E W O R K
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Sketches
D E S I G N

When the framework was complete, I moved to the design phase.  

I sketched wireframes to visualize the screens and based this on the 

user flows and site map throughout the process. Due to the limited 

screen space, I had to consider what the necessary components were 

for each step. Writing notes and annotations in the sketches clarified 

ideas and served as a checklist prior to drawing. 

However, after sketching, I revisited the user stories and realized not 

all highlighted features were incorporated, since they were not covered 

in the user flows. I made notes to include additional actions, such as 

“marking a product purchased”, in the wireframes.

Also, at this point, I was still uncertain whether the “add product” 

button was needed within the app. Based on the two competitor 

reviews of Wait For Savings and PriceBot, neither app had an 

“add product” button within the app. At the time, it seemed like a 

disadvantage for Wait For Savings to not include one, since there 

was no explanation within the app on how to add a product. But, it 

did not affect the usability of PriceBot to not have a button, because 

there was a tutorial on how to add a product with their share 

extension. I decided to the include the “add product” button in the 

sketches to see if it would be helpful or not as a UI element.

After sketching, I reviewed and discussed them with my mentor. 

She brought up page loading for the user: would the app load the page 

for the user or would they have to load the page themselves? I revisited  

the site map, user flows, sketches, and competitor reviews once again 

to determine the process and the implications of having an “add 

product” button. 

Since the subsequent actions for “add product” would take place 

outside of the app, I decided to omit it from the prototype, knowing 

that it could be added it to the navigation bar later without affecting 

other visual elements.

The omission of the button from the prototype would also allow  

me to test if:

• If users really needed the prompt in the app. 

• If the onboarding guide would successfully inform the the user  

well enough to not need an “add product” button in the app.
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Sketches
D E S I G N

User Flow 2: Allison the Super Mom Sets a Price Alert User Flow 2: Allison the Super Mom Deletes a Product from Her List

User Flow 1: Jen the Shoppinista Wants to Add a Product to Her List
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Sketches
D E S I G N

User Flow 3: Fred the Flipper Needs to Learn How to Add a Product
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Wireframes
D E S I G N

The next step in the design phase was wireframing. Digitizing screen 

drawings with Sketch made me more empathetic to the user; I was 

implementing what they would see. I referred to the user flows, sketches, 

and user stories to ensure all actions and corresponding visuals and 

screens were accounted for.

Because drawing was much quicker with Sketch, I was able to test 

different layouts and elements. This lead to adding or deleting items from 

my original sketches in order to streamline the app. Changes included 

adding a “Purchased” tab and deleting the “Add Product” button.

This stage was also the start of incorporating visual design. I had to pay 

attention to the details for typography hierarchy to ensure the primary 

information was seen first.

I focused on presenting the app content effectively, so it would be useful 

and not confusing to the user. Wireframing helped fine tune my sketches 

and app idea, and vet through user flows to assure the user will have a 

good experience with the app.

Link | Full Set of Prezzo Wireframes with User Flows

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VIdi87C7fEyeBuy6ziTg8F-jpufISKc9KOmY3A8N5ro/edit?usp=sharing
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Wireframes
D E S I G N
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Prototyping
D E S I G N

After drawing wireframes, I used InVision to build a prototype for 

testing. Adding interactions to the wireframes revealed the true 

functionality and connectivity of the screen elements.

Because the wireframes are static, not all effects of the interactions 

were visually accounted for. While connecting the screens, it became 

clear there was a disconnect for some screens: they were either not 

linked to a corresponding screen or a screen was not available. I made 

adjustments by adding missing screens to ensure the content and 

visual elements were consistent for testing complete flows.

During my testing trial, I felt my wireframe mockup content was too 

visually generic, which could cause confusion for user testing. To help 

the tester focus more on the task, I included product drawings and 

distinguished my product naming (e.g. from “Product A Line1, Product 

A Line2” to “Product A Lorem ipsum dolor”). That way, the products 

could be easily, visually identified for the tasks.

Link | Prezzo Prototype

https://invis.io/4JGCI81F5Q7
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Usability Testing
U S E R  T E S T I N G

With the Prezzo prototype ready in InVision, I embarked on the 

usability testing stage. The goal of the test was to learn: 

• How the users interact with the app

• If the app features were usable

• If the user flows were cohesive

• What improvements could be made for a better experience

I developed a test script and test plan to hold in-person and remote 

sessions. A total of 5 testers each participated in 20 minute sessions 

to test and evaluate the prototype. I used Zoom to record the screen 

and audio during the sessions, which were performed on a laptop, so I 

could refer back to the recordings for post-test analysis. 

Link | Moderator Test Script

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JP0NnoSBJqs94R-rl0n6a13PgzdFVD7uCsEh72s9iUY/edit?usp=sharing
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Usability Testing: Participant Task List
U S E R  T E S T I N G

Task 1 | Learn How to Add a Product

• Please launch the app, familiarize yourself with the first screen. 

• When you are ready, review the instructional guide. 

• Take a couple minutes to tell me what you think the app is 

about and what you can do with the app. 

Task 2 | Add a Product to Your List

• Now that you have viewed the guide (and assuming you want 

to start your list), add a product to your list. Please walk me 

through your process of adding the product. 

• What do you see after you added the product?

Task 3 | Learn About the Product Page

• Find out more information about the product you just added. 

What do you see?

• How much is the product now, and how much was it originally?

• How do you know if the product is currently at a good 

purchase price?

Task 4 | Set a Price Alert

• Now that you are on the Product A page, set a price alert for 

$10.00. Please walk me through your process. 

• How do you know a price alert was set successfully?

Task 5 | Move a Product to Your “Purchased” List

• Please return to your list. You just purchased Product A. 

• Move Product A to your “Purchased” list. Please walk me 

through your process.

Task 6 | Learn About the “Purchased” List

• Now that you are on your “Purchased” list, tell me what you 

see and what do you think about this section.

Task 7 | Add Another Product to Your List

• You decide to add another product to your list.  

What do you do?

During testing, participants were asked to complete the following tasks.
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User testing provided valuable insights on what worked in the 

prototype and what could be improved. 

Interactions 

Through the test sessions, I saw what interactions flowed smoothly 

and which ones needed improvement. The instructional guide proved 

useful to participants. After viewing the guide, they successfully added 

a product to their list, and for the last task, recalled the steps, without 

the prompt of an “add product” button. This validated my decision to 

omit the “add product” button. The guide also introduced the share 

button and extension to a couple testers who were unfamiliar with it.

Setting a price alert from the product page (Task 4) was the most 

confusing task for participants. The product action buttons text was 

too small and lacked visual icons, making it difficult for testers to 

recognize / distinguish the set alert button. However, once testers 

completed Task 4 and realized the set of circles were action buttons, 

they completed the task of marking the product as purchased (Task 5) 

with ease. For the next iteration, I plan to redesign the product action 

buttons with larger text and position them with a more prominent 

presence on the product page.

User Interface

Some results validated or invalidated UI/visual decisions I made 

between the wireframing and prototyping stage. I learned users 

identified images, not text, as buttons. Initially, I made only the product 

name as the link to the individual product page. A last minute decision 

resulted in making the image a link as well. The participants’ actions 

confirmed this was the right decision, because no one clicked on the 

product name to go to the product page.

The hidden menu with “set alert / purchase / delete” buttons in the 

prototype was not obvious to the participants due to lack of a visual 

indicator. One person suggested including a hidden menu so users 

can easily perform the action without going to another page. This 

backs my decision to include a hidden menu; but to improve on it,  

I will include a visual cue in the next iteration.

One participant was initially confused about which price was the 

current or alert price, due to the location of the prices on the product 

page, and to monotone color scheme. I plan to improve text layout and 

typography hierarchy on the product page for better readability.

Analysis
U S E R  T E S T I N G
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Feedback 

After testing, participants gave their thoughts on the app. All 

participants responded favorably to the price history graph and store 

comparisons. They felt the data would help them in their purchasing 

decision. Testers also thought it was easy to add the product using 

the share extension. One said she appreciated receiving a visual 

confirmation for adding a product. 

I also received a few improvement ideas and desired features from the 

testers:

• Organize the Purchased list to see the most recent purchases 

at the top of the list.

• In the Purchased list, add an alert price line, so users can see if 

the product was purchased at that price.

• Find a way to indicate and track recurring purchases, so that 

the prices will still be tracked (assuming that items in the 

Purchased list are no longer tracked).

• Add the ability to sort purchases by date

I plan to incorporate the first two items in the next iteration of 

the prototype. The last two items will need further research and 

development prior to implementing.

Analysis
U S E R  T E S T I N G
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Visual Design: Style Guide
R E F I N E

Launch BrowserYes, Launch Browser! View List

HEX:  FF565C

RGB:  25/86/92

HEX:  F9FAFC

RGB:  249/250/252

HEX:  FFFFFF

RGB:  255/255/255

HEX:  8E8E93

RGB:  142/142/147

HEX:  33BBA9

RGB:  52/188/170

CURRENT PRICE (indvidual pages) 

Muli Bold 20px

PAGE TITLE /  CURRENT PRICE (My List) 
Muli Semibold 18px

PRODUCT TITLE (indvidual pages) 
Muli Regular 18px

BUTTON TEXT 
Muli Semibold 14px

PRODUCT NAME (My List) / STORE COMPARISONS 
Muli Regular 14px

NAVIGATION BUTTON TEXT 
Muli Semibold 10px

PRICING /  GRAPH TITLE 
Muli Light 10px

STORE COMPARISONS PERCENTAGE 
Muli Light 9px

GRAPH TEXT 
Muli Regular 8px

Muli
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

The Prezzo app uses a minimal color palette, with coral as the primary color. This color 
combination of red and orange evokes energy, capturing the excitement of getting a deal, 
and call-to-action, a reminder to set the alert, in order to be notified of price drops. This 
light, warm hue is also associated with happiness, expressing how a person can feel when 
scoring a great deal. Black and dark grey are used throughout the text for readability, and 
the light grey and white serves as a neutral background.

Muli is a san serif font that enhances the minimal look and feel of Prezzo. The font comes 
in a variety of weights, aiding in text readability and legibity on this mobile app. Originally 
designed as a display font, Muli suits the informational content in Prezzo.

COLORS

BUTTONS AND ICONS *

TYPOGRAPHY

NotificationsMy ListSettings

View LinkSet Alert Purchased Delete

* Icons from flaticon.com: Gregor Cresnar, Smashicons, Freepik, PuppetScientists

No, Exit Guide. Keep Shopping
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Visual Design
R E F I N E
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Visual Design
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